SyncroTESS
Smart Network Toolkit
Building Bridges into the Future

Smart Network and Hub Management
With the SyncroTESS Smart Network Toolkit, INFORM offers
intelligent network and hub management solutions for various
application areas. Each solution supports the various requirements
of each logistics center category appropriately, enabling postal and
parcel operators to manage them in the most efficient way.

SyncroTESS Central Hubs

Central hubs are usually the heart of the network: Coping with a
high transport volume and a high complexity, they are the engine of
the company’s supply chain. With the SyncroTESS Hub Standard,
INFORM provides a comprehensive software solution with a high
level of automation and optimization that supports the precise
business processes of a specific hub. Taking into account all
logistics processes on the premises and inside the sorting center,
the system improves the efficiency of those processes considerably.
Available resources are used more efficiently, enabling the postal
operator to handle more throughputs with the same resources
or employ fewer resources for the same throughput. Thanks to
SyncroTESS, the yard-related logistics processes are mapped and
become transparent and traceable.

SyncroTESS Regional Hubs

For regional hubs, which often combine hub and depot function at the
same time, INFORM offers an intelligent management system. Supporting their individual level of automation, the system optimizes all
yard related processes, resulting in improved transparency, better
traceability and superior KPIs.

SyncroTESS Groups
SyncroTESS Groups is the lean and standardized
yard management application for smaller sites with
little transport volume and low complexity. Due
to its lean approach, the reduced complexity of
these depots is supported appropriately, making
yard handling here more efficient.

SyncroTESS WebDepots
With INFORM’s SyncroTESS WebDepot, even very
small sites working without dedicated yard management
processes can contribute to the overall supply chain
efficiency by collecting transport-relevant data by
means of a web client and sharing it with all sites
within the network.

SyncroTESS Inter-Site Communication
The SyncroTESS Inter-Site Communication provides
the possibility to exchange pre-defined transport
information with SyncroTESS systems at other sites.
This way, viable information is distributed throughout
the network, boosting the overall supply chain efficiency.

SyncroTESS Asset Management
INFORM’s asset management solution complements
this portfolio. By intelligently managing passive transport
units, decisively fewer units are needed while still
covering peaks, avoiding stock-outs and optimizing
their availability throughout the entire network.

Building Bridges into the Future
A smart network is essential for each postal
and parcel operator, as such an agile network
enables them to maintain the right balance
between service level and cost efficiency and to
ensure sustainable operations in the long term.
Not to get trapped in today but to be able to build
the bridge into the future, the SyncroTESS Smart
Network Toolkit is the enabler for a company to
prosper today while preparing for the future.
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If you are interested in further details on the
SyncroTESS Smart Network Toolkit please contact us.

